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WellisAir is not just an air purifier but is an air & surfaceWellisAir is not just an air purifier but is an air & surface
disinfectant. WellisAir disinfectant. WellisAir air purifierair purifier  kills bacteria and viruses in the airkills bacteria and viruses in the air
and surface by spreading OH radicals in its disinfection range. It is anand surface by spreading OH radicals in its disinfection range. It is an
active disinfectant as it does not wait to reach the bacteria or virusesactive disinfectant as it does not wait to reach the bacteria or viruses
near the filter. The OH radicals start working instantly when anynear the filter. The OH radicals start working instantly when any
bacteria or virus enters its range. The OH radicals steal hydrogen frombacteria or virus enters its range. The OH radicals steal hydrogen from
the virus surface to form H2O (water) which kills the viruses. The OHthe virus surface to form H2O (water) which kills the viruses. The OH
hydroxyl radical is often called the "detergent" of the atmosphere,hydroxyl radical is often called the "detergent" of the atmosphere,
since it reacts with many pollutants, initiating the process of purifyingsince it reacts with many pollutants, initiating the process of purifying
them. Likewise, it plays an important role in the elimination ofthem. Likewise, it plays an important role in the elimination of
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and methane.greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and methane.
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